
 Find a reliable, non-jugdemental, and accessible person that you respect.

 Print copy of Accountability Agreement

 Read agreement in detail.

 (Optional) Add additional item you would like accountability with and how

you will communicate your compliance with this item to your accountability

partner. Feel free to edit this document as needed. (eg. intermittent fast 18/6

every day, daily walk, in bed by 10, avoid sugar completely, strict nutrition

plan and so on)

 Document the starting and ending date of this agreement. (Recommend at

least 60 days)

 Share this partially completed agreement with your prospective

accountability partner and have them read in detail.

 Come to agreement on how and when the active participant will

communicate updates to the accountability partner. Mark the dates of these

proposed updates on both parties calendar. 

 If both parties agree to the terms then you may both sign and date this

agreement.

If available, please include a separate individuals signature as a witness.

 Make a copy of the signed form and make sure all parties have a copy for

easy reference.
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10.

 

 

 

 

Accountability Agreement Instructions:



I agree to weigh myself at least once every two weeks and directly

communicate this to my accountability partner (in-person, picture, or

video chat). I promise to be 100% honest, make no excuses, and own

my behaviors.

I also agree to the following_____________________________________

The terms and conditions of this contract are as follows:

 

As the active participant desiring increased accountability I, ___________

agree to the following terms for the next _____ days.

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

By signing this agreement I am agreeing to complete the items above

and ask for the accountability partners assistance in holding me to these

actions. I also consent for my accountability partner to notify Coach Nick

if indicated as they are directed below.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As the accountability partner I, _______________ agree to be actively

available as the responsible party for the item(s) above at the request of

the active participant.  If the above items are ever not met then I agree to

notify Coach Nick by email at ntrujillo@ehealthchange.com with a brief

statement of infraction and also provide a digital copy of the signed

agreement.

 
 

 

Accountability Partner Name:____________________________________

 

Signature: ______________________________________Date: __________

 

 

 

Active Participant Name: _______________________________________

 

Starting Date: _________ Ending Date:__________

 

Signature: ______________________________________Date: ___________

 

Accountability Agreement

Witness Name: (optional)

 

________________________

 

Signature:

 

________________________


